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We show that the number of factorizations _=/1 } } } /r of a cycle of length n into
a product of cycles of lengths a1 , ..., ar , with  rj=1 (aj&1)=n&1, is equal to n
r&1.
This generalizes a well known result of J. Denes, concerning factorizations into a
product of transpositions. We investigate some consequences of this result, for cen-
tral multiplicative functions on the infinite symmetric group, and use them to give
a new proof of a recent result of A. Nica and R. Speicher on non-crossing partitions.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that a cycle of order n cannot be written as a product of
less than n&1 transpositions. On the other hand, the number of factoriza-
tions of such a cycle into a product of exactly n&1 transpositions is equal
to nn&2. This result was first proved by J. Denes [D]. A bijective proof, con-
sisting in establishing an explicit bijection between the set of factorizations
and the set of labelled trees on n vertices (which has cardinality nn&2 by
Cayley’s theorem) has been given by Moszkowski [M] (see also Goulden
and Pepper [G-P]).
We shall investigate more general factorizations of a cycle into a product
of cycles. If a cycle of order n has a factorization into a product of r cycles
of orders a1 , ..., ar , all 2, then
(a1&1)+ } } } +(ar&1)n&1 (V)
Such a factorization is called minimal if there is equality in (V), and we call
the sequence (a1 , ..., ar) the class of the factorization.
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Theorem 1. Let (a1 , ..., ar) be integers, all 2, and n=1+ rj=1 (aj&1),
then a cycle of order n has exactly nr&1 distinct factorizations of class
(a1 , ..., ar).
In the case where a1=a2= } } } =ar , this result is proved in [G-J],
Corollary 5.1. In fact, the argument given in [G-J], which relies on gener-
ating series and the theory of symmetric functions, can be extended to yield
the full result of Theorem 1. In what follows, we will give a new proof of
Theorem 1, by exhibiting a simple explicit bijection between the set of mini-
mal factorizations, as in the statement of Theorem 1, and the set Er&1 where
E is the set of elements permuted by the cycle. Since there are known bijec-
tions between the sets of labelled trees on n vertices and the set of sequences
of length n&1 of elements of [1, ..., n], we obtain, in the case of product of
transpositions, a solution to the problem dealt with in [M, G-P] (we did
not check wether the construction we obtain in this case is distinct from that
of [M or G-P]).
A number of straightforward corollaries can be drawn from Theorem 1.
Let k=(k2 , k3 , ..., km , ...) be a sequence of nonnegative integers, of which
only a finite number are nonzero, and such that n=1+j2( j&1) kj .
A factorization of a cycle of order n into a product of cycles with exactly kj
cycles of order j for each j2 will be called of type k. Of course, such a
factorization is minimal. Let K be the set of sequences k2 , ..., kn , ... of non-
negative integers, all zero except a finite number, for k # K, let us introduce
the notations
r(k)= :
j2
kj , k!= ‘
j2
kj !, n(k)=1+ :
j2
( j&1)kj .
From Theorem 1 one can easily deduce that
Corollary 1. The number of minimal factorizations of type k of a cycle
of order n(k) is (r(k)!k!) n(k)r(k)&1.
Corollary 2. The number of minimal factorizations of a cycle of order
n into a product of l cycles (with 1ln&1) is equal to ((n&2)!
(l&1)! (n&l&1)!) nl&1.
Corollary 3. The number of minimal factorizations of a cycle of order
n is (n+1)n&2.
We will derive a certain number of consequences of this result, which con-
cern central multiplicative functions on S , the infinite symmetric group (see
definition in Section 3 below). Such functions play an important role in the
representation theory of S (see, e.g., [K-V]). The usual convolution is not
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well defined for central functions on the infinite symmetric group since the
conjugacy classes, except that of the identity element, are infinite, but one
can modify the definition by defining the restricted convolution of two func-
tions on S by the formula
f C g(?)= :
|/|+|/&1?|=|?|
/ # S
f (/) g(/&1?),
where |/| is the word length of / with respect to the generating set of all
transpositions. This convolution is essentially the same as the convolution of
multiplicative functions on the lattice of noncrossing partitions, which has
been introduced by Speicher in [S2]. The precise relation between the two
notions will be explained in Section 1.3, it is based on a connection between
permutations and noncrossing partitions which has already been used in
[Bi]. In analogy with Nica and Speicher in [N-S], we will define a ‘‘Fourier
transform’’ for central multiplicative functions on S , and show that it con-
verts the restricted convolution into the multiplication of formal power
series. More precisely we will define a bijective map f [ Ff between central
multiplicative functions on S and formal power series in the indeterminate
z such that
Ff C g=Ff Fg .
This will give a new proof of the main result of [N-S]. In fact, our original
motivation for studying the restricted convolution was to understand Nica
and Speicher’s result in terms of the infinite symmetric group. Note that Nica
and Speicher have used their result to give a combinatorial treatment of the
multiplicative free convolution of measures, introduced by Voiculescu (see
[D-N-V]).
It turns out that the computation of the restricted convolution is equiv-
alent to the computation of the top connection coefficients in the symmetric
group; see Section 3.1 below. A formula for these coefficients has been given
in [G-J], and was one ingredient for deducing the Corollary 5.1, so what we
do in this paper is to follow the reverse path and deduce the formula for the
top connection coefficients from a direct proof of Theorem 1, without any
use of symmetric function theory.
This paper is organized as follows. In the first part we make some remarks
on the infinite symmetric group, on minimal factorizations of permutations,
and on the connection with noncrossing partitions. In part 2 we prove
Theorem 1 and, finally, in part 3 we introduce central multiplicative func-
tions on S , their Fourier transforms, and the restricted convolution; then
we prove that Fourier transform converts restricted convolution into multi-
plication of power series.
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1. PERMUTATIONS, MINIMAL FACTORIZATIONS AND
NONCROSSING PARTITIONS
1.1. We begin with well known facts about permutations. Let N* be
the set of positive integers, and S be the group of permutations of N* with
finite support (the support of a permutation being the set of points which are
not fixed by it). A cycle is a permutation which is transitive on its support,
and its order is the cardinal of this support (in the sequel we shall consider
only cycles of order 2, so we will not consider the identical permutation
e as a cycle). For any cycle _ of order n, let us put |_|=n&1 (and |e|=0).
The number |_| is the least number of transpositions needed to write _ as
a product of transpositions. For any permutation ? # S , let ?=c1 } } } cr be
a factorization of ? into a product of commuting cycles, such a factorization
is unique up to order of the factors (indeed the support of each cycle in the
factorization is one of the orbits of cardinal greater than 2 of ? and the cycle
is equal to ? on this orbit), and c1 , ..., cr are called the cycles of ?. The quan-
tity |?|=|c1|+ } } } +|cr| depends only on ?, indeed |?| is easily seen to be
the least number of transpositions in a factorization of ? into a product of
transpositions. Note also for future reference that one has |?|+|%|=|?%| as
soon as ? and % have disjoint supports.
1.2. Let us consider the (unoriented) Cayley graph S whose set of
vertices is S , and whose edges are the pairs (?, %) such that ?%&1 (or
equivalently ?&1%) is a transposition. The group S acts on S by right and
left translations, which are graph automorphisms. This graph is connected,
and a path of minimal length between two points of this graph is called a
geodesic. The geodesic distance between two points, denoted by d, is the
length of a geodesic between these points. It is easy to see that for any ?,
% # S one has d(?, %)=|?%&1|=|%&1?|=|?&1%|=|%?&1|, and this defines
a right and left invariant distance on S .
For any permutation ? # S , and any factorization ?=!1 } } } !l into a
product of cycles, one has, by the triangle inequality, |?||!1|+ } } } +|!l |.
Again, we call such a factorization minimal if there is equality.
For any pair (?, %) of vertices of S let [?, %] be the set of all points which
lie on some geodesic from ? to %. Thus \ # [?, %] if and only if one has
d(?, \)+d(\, %)=d(?, %). This set can be ordered by declaring that /\ if
and only if there is a geodesic from ? to \ passing through /, or equivalently,
if there is a geodesic from / to % passing through \. For this order, ? is the
smallest element and % is the largest of [?, %]. It follows also that [%, ?] is
the same set as [?, %], but with the opposite order. Note that for any pair
of vertices (?, %) of S one has a natural isomorphism of posets [?, %]t
[?%&1, e].
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One has the following elementary lemma, whose proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 1. Let % be a permutation and { a transposition, then |%{|=|%|&1
if and only if the two elements exchanged by { are in the same orbit of %.
Moreover, in this case the partition induced by the orbits of %{ is finer than
that induced by the orbits of %.
From this it is easy to deduce that for any element / # [?, e] the partition
induced by the orbits of / is finer than that induced by the orbits
of ?. In particular, the support of any element of [?, e] is included in that
of ?, and thus, [?, e] is a finite set.
Lemma 2. Let ?=/1 } } } /r be a minimal decomposition of ? # S , then for
every j=1, ..., r the support of the cycle /j is included in some orbit of ?.
Proof. By the remark just above, the support of /1 is contained in some
orbit of ?. This implies that every orbit of /&11 ? must be contained in some
orbit of ?. The claim now follows by induction on the number r, since
/&11 ?=/2 } } } /r is a minimal decomposition of /
&1
1 ? .
Lemma 3. If c1 , ..., cr are the cycles of a permutation ?, there is an
isomorphism of posets [?, e]t>rj=1 [cj , e].
Proof. Let / # [?, e], and let _ be a cycle of /, then by Lemma 2, its sup-
port is included in some orbit of ?. Let now cj be a non-trivial cycle
of ?, and let cj / be the product of the cycles of / whose support lie in the
support of cj . By the triangular inequality we have |cj ||c/j |+|(c
/
j )
&1 cj |.
On the other hand |/|= rj=1 |cj | by hypothesis, and |/
&1?|=
 rj=1 |(c
/
j )
&1 cj | since the permutations (c/j )
&1 cj have disjoint support, also
|/|+|/&1?|=|?| since / # [?, e], so that |cj |=|(c/j )
&1|+|(c/j )
&1 cj |, and
c/j # [cj , e] for all j. We leave the reader to verify that the map / [
(c/1 , ..., c
/
r ) is an isomorphism of posets between [?, e] and >
r
j=1 [cj , e].
1.3. We now review some results on noncrossing partitions and
show the connection with the material above.
A partition of the set [1, 2, ..., n] is called crossing if there exists i<j<
k<l # [1, 2, ..., n] such that itk, jtl, but one does not have itj (where
t is the equivalence relation defined by the partition). A partition which is
not crossing is called noncrossing.
The notion of a noncrossing partition has been introduced and studied by
Kreweras [K]. Some further investigations have been made by Poupard,
Edelman, Simion and Ullman (see [P, E1, E2, S-U]). Recently, some con-
nections with the theory of free convolution introduced by Voiculescu (see
[D-N-V]), have been discovered by Speicher [S1].
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The set of all noncrossing partitions of [1, 2, ..., n], denoted by NC(n),
can be ordered by refinement of partitions; namely one has pq for p,
q # NC(n) if q is a finer partition than p. The set NC(n) becomes a lattice for
this order [K]. For any pair (p, q) in NC(n), with pq, the interval [ p, q]
is the set of elements r of NC(n) which satisfy prq. One has
NC(n)=[0n , 1n], where 0n is the partition with one class and 1n is the
partition with n classes.
Lemma 4. Every interval [ p, q] in NC(n) is isomorphic, as a poset, to
some product [ p, q]t[02 , 12]k2_ } } } _[0n , 1n]kn, where the sequence of
numbers k2 , k3 , ... is uniquely determined by p and q.
This result is in [S2, Proposition 1, Section 3]; see also [N-S,
Section 1.3].
In [Bi, Theorem 1], using Lemma 1, we proved that NC(n) is isomorphic,
as a poset, to [_n , e] (see also [Be, Du] for related results). Indeed, the
isomorphism is given by the trace map, called t and defined as follows. Each
element ? # [_n , e] has its support in [1, 2, ..., n], so its orbits determine a
partition of [1, 2, ..., n], which turns out to be non-crossing and which we
call t(?). The map t is an isomorphism of posets [Bi, Theorem 1], its inverse
is given by the following prescription; Given a noncrossing partition p of [1,
2, ..., n], the permutation t&1( p) satisfies t&1( p)( j)=_:( j, p)n ( j), where :( j, p)
is the first exponent k1 such that _kn( j) is in the same class of the partition
p as j. It follows that for any p, q # NC(n), the map t is an isomorphism
between the posets [t&1( p), t&1(q)] and [ p, q]. Speicher’s factorization of
Lemma 4, and the factorization of Lemma 3 coincide through the map t
(this follows from the uniqueness of this factorization, but it can also be
verified directly from the constructions), so we see that the numbers k2 , ..., kn
verifying [ p, q]t[02 , 12]k2_ } } } _[0n , 1n]kn in Lemma 4 are just the num-
bers of cycles of given order of the permutation t&1( p)(t&1(q))&1 (i.e., kj is
the number of cycles of order j).
1.4. Let (a1 , ..., ar) be a class, the type of this class is of course given
by k2 , ..., kn ..., where kj is the number of j ’s in the sequence (a1 , ..., ar).
Proposition 1. The number of minimal factorizations of class (a1 , ..., an)
of a permutation depends only on the type of the factorizations.
Proof. We consider the group algebra of the symmetric group on n
objects Sn . For any conjugacy class C in Sn , let 6C the sum of the elements
of C in this algebra, and let Ck be the conjugacy class of cycles of length k.
The number of minimal factorizations of class (a1 , ..., an) of some permuta-
tion in C is equal to the coefficient of 6C in the decomposition of
6Ca1 } } } 6Car into a linear combination of the 6C . Since the elements 6C all
commute in the group-algebra of Sn , we get the result.
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We have the straightforward
Corollary 4. The number of minimal factorizations of type k of some
permutation ? is equal to (r(k)!k!) (the number of minimal factorizations of
? of class (a1 , ..., ar(k))), where (a1 , ..., ar(k)) is any class corresponding to the
type k.
We shall now sketch how to define an action of the permutation group
of r objects on the set of minimal factorizations of a given type k, with
r(k)=r, such that the image of a factorization of class (a1 , ..., ar) under a
permutation $ of [1, ..., r] is a factorization of class (a$(1) , ..., a$(r)), and the
factorization is unchanged by $ if (a1 , ..., ar)=(a$(1) , ..., a$(r)). This will give
a bijective proof of Proposition 1.
First we need the elementary
Lemma 5. Let _ be a cycle of order n, : be an element in the support of
_, and 2ln&1, then there is a unique minimal factorization _=/\ such
that |/|=l, and : belongs to the supports of / and \ (this implies that
|\|=n&l&1, and : is the only element common to these supports).
Proof. We can assume that _=(12...n) and :=1, then it is easy to see
that necessarily \=(12 } } } (n&l )) and /=((n&l+1)(n&l+2) } } } n1).
We now construct the action of the permutation group of [1, ..., r] by its
Coxeter generators. The image of a factorization ?=/1 } } } /r by the trans-
position {i=(i, i+1) will be as follows: If /i and /i+1 have the same order,
then the factorization is unchanged. Suppose that /i and /i+1 have different
orders ai and ai+1 then, since |/i |+|/i+1|=|/i/i+1|, using Lemma 2 we
see that their supports have at most one point in common. If they have no
point in common, /i and /i+1 commute and the image is obtained by
replacing /i/i+1 by /i+1/i . If they do not commute, their product is a
cycle, and we apply Lemma 5 to replace the product /i /i+1 by !i!i+1
where the cycles !i and !i+1 have orders ai+1 and ai , respectively, and they
have the same common element in their supports as /i and /i+1 .
In order to verify that this action of the {j ’s can be extended to an action
of the permutation group on r objects, we just need to check the Coxeter
relations, namely {2i =id, {i {j={j{i if |i&j|2, and ({i{i+1)
3=id. The
first two relations are trivial. The third can be verified by tedious but
straightforward case by case inspection. So it remains only to prove that a
factorization of class (a1 , ... ar) is fixed by a permutation $ such that
(a$(1) , ..., a$(r))=(a1 , ..., ar). Again, considering Coxeter generators, it is
enough to prove that for any ir, if j is the smallest number >i such that
aj=ai (if this number exists), the transposition (ij) leaves any factorization
of class (a1 , ..., ar) invariant. Let us call , such a factorization. One
has (ij)={i {i+1 } } } {j&2{j&1{j&2 } } } {i . Furthermore, the factorization
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{j&2 } } } {i (,) is of type (b1 , ..., br), with bj=bj&1; hence, it is unchanged
by {j&1 . It follows that {i {i+1 } } } {j&2{j&1{j&2 } } } {i (,)={i{i+1 } } }
{j&2{j&2 } } } {i (,)=,.
In the next section we shall give a direct proof of these results when ?
is a cycle, by computing explicitly the number of factorizations of a given
class.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Let E be a finite set with n elements, and _ a circular permutation of E.
For any sequence (a1 , ..., ar) of integers, all 2, such that n=1+
 rj=1 (aj&1), denote by 8(a1 , ..., ar) the set of all minimal factorizations of
type (a1 , ..., ar) of _. It is clear that 8(n) has only one element. We shall
define a bijection between the sets 8(a1 , ..., ar) and E_8(a1 , ..., ar&2 ,
ar&1+ar&1). By induction we will thus have an explicit bijection between
8(a1 , ..., ar) and Er&1_8(n), which will finish the proof of Theorem 1.
Let _=/1 } } } /r be a minimal factorization of _, of class (a1 , ..., ar), then
by 1.3, /r is the trace of _ on its support, hence each cycle of _/r &1 con-
tains a unique element in the support of /r . Since the factorization
_/&1r =/1 } } } /r&1 is minimal, by Lemma 2 the support of /r&1 is included
in the support of some cycle \ of _/&1r . Let : be the unique element of the
support of /r which is in the support of \, and let k be the smallest non-
negative integer such that \&k(:) belongs to the support of /r&1 . Since \
commutes with _/&1r =/1 } } } /r&1 , one has _=(\
k/1 \&k)(\k/2 \&k) } } }
(\k/r&1\&k) /r , and this is a factorization of class (a1 , ..., ar). The two
cycles \k/r&1 \&k and /r have a unique point in common in their supports,
which is :, hence their product ! is a cycle of order ar&1+ar&1, so that,
putting =j=\k/j\&k, one sees that _==1 } } } =r&2! is a minimal factor-
isation of class (a1 , ..., ar&2 , ar&1+ar&1). We obtain a map from
8(a1 , ..., ar) to E_8(a1 , ..., ar&2 , ar&1+ar&1) by sending the factoriza-
tion _=/1 /2 } } } /r to the pair formed of the point ;=/r&1\&k(:) # E and
the factorization _==1 } } } =r&2 !.
Here is an explicit example. Let _=(123456789), and consider the
minimal factorization _=(457)(19)(56)(12378), of class (3, 2, 2, 5), thus
/1=(457), /2=(19), /3=(56), and /4=(12378). One has _/&14 =
(19)(4567), thus \=(4567) contains the support of /3=(56), the element
:=7 is the unique common point in the supports of /4 and \; further-
more \&1(:)=6 belongs to the support of /3 , so that k=1 and ;=
/3(\&1(:))=5. The image of the factorization is the pair formed by 5 and
by the factorization _=(456)(19)(123678). If we continue the process, at
the next step we obtain ;=9, and then ;=4, so that the factorization
corresponds to the triple (5, 9, 4) # [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]3.
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In order to prove that the above map is a bijection we shall construct its
inverse. So let _==1=2 } } } =r&2! be a factorization of type (a1 , ..., ar&2 ,
ar&1+ar&1), and ; # E. Let k be the smallest nonnegative integer such
that #=_k(;) belongs to the support of !. Let : be the point !ar&1&1(#).
The cycle ! is the product =r&1 /r of the cycles =r&1=(#!(#) } } } !ar&1&2(#):)
and /r=(:!(:) } } } !ar&1(:)), so that _==1 } } } =r&1/r is a minimal factoriza-
tion of type (a1 , ..., ar). Let \ be the cycle of _/&1r which contains the
support of =r&1 . Putting /j=\&k=j\k, we have a minimal factorization
_=/1 } } } /r , of type (a1 , ..., ar). We take this factorization as the image of
the pair formed by ; # E and the factorization _==1 } } } =r&2!.
Let us take again the example, with the factorization _=(456)(19)
(123678)==1=2 ! and ;=5. Then #=6=_(;) is in the support of !, and
!(6)=7=:. One thus has =3=(67), /4=(12378), and \=(4567), and one
recovers the original factorization _=(457)(19)(56)12378).
We leave to the reader the task of verifying, in the general case, that the
maps that we have just defined are inverses of each other.
3. CENTRAL MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTIONS ON S
3.1. We shall consider functions defined on S , with values in
some commutative complex algebra R, with a unit. Such a function will be
called central if it is constant on conjugacy classes of S . It will be called
multiplicative if f (e)=1 and, for all pairs of permutations (?, %) with dis-
joint supports, one has f (?%)=f (?)f (%). A central multiplicative function
on S is completely determined by its values on the cycles _n=(12 } } } n),
for n2. Indeed if ? is any permutation with cycles c1 , ..., cr , of orders
u1 , ..., ur then f (?)=> rj=1 f (_uj). For a multiplicative function f we shall
define its characteristic series denoted by .f (z), as the formal power series
in one indeterminate z, with coefficients in R,
.f (z)=z+ :
j2
f (_j)z j
Thus a multiplicative function and its characteristic series determine each
other uniquely.
The usual convolution of functions on the group S is not well defined
on central functions, since conjugacy classes in S are generally infinite,
but one can define another binary operation on functions on S , called
restricted convolution and given by the formula
f C g(?)= :
|/|+| \|=|?|
/, \ # S
/\=?
f (/) g(\)= 
/ # [?, e]
f (/) g(/&1?).
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Since the set [?, e] is finite this operation is well defined.
Lemma 6. The restricted convolution of two central multiplicative func-
tions is central and multiplicative.
Proof. The restricted convolution of two central funtions is clearly
central since the norm |.| is conjugation invariant. The fact that restricted
convolution of central multiplicative functions is again multiplicative
follows from the second formula for C and the factorization of [?, e]
described in Lemma 3.
Characters of factor representations of the infinite symmetric group
are examples of central multiplicative functions on S (see e.g. [K-V]),
however we do not know whether the restricted convolution has a
representation theoretic interpretation.
Given a central multiplicative function f on S , with characteristic series
.f , let f be the inverse, for composition of formal power series, of .f , and
define the Fourier transform of f as the formal power series Ff(z)=
(1z) f (z). One can recover the characteristic series of f from its Fourier
transform, simply by inverting zFf(z), so Fourier transform is a bijective
map from central multiplicative functions to formal power series with coef-
ficients in R, with leading coefficient 1. We shall prove, as a consequence
of Theorem 1, the following
Theorem 2. For any central multiplicative functions f and g on S , one
has
Ff C g=Ff Fg .
This shows that the Fourier transform converts restricted convolution
into multiplication of power series. It also gives a practical way to perform
such a convolution.
We shall explain the relation of restricted convolution with the problem
of computing the top connexion coefficients in the symmetric group. If : is
a partition of n, we denote by l(:) the number of positive parts in :, and
mi (:) the number of parts equal to i. Suppose that xj , j2, and yj , j2
are indeterminates and consider the functions f and g on S , with values
in C[xj ; yj ; j2], given by the characterictic series z+ j2 xjz j and
z+j2 yjz j, then the value of f C g on a permutation ?, whose cycle
structure is given by a partition # of n, is a polynomial in the xj and the yj .
For partitions : and ; of n, denote by x:, y; the monomials > j2 xmj (:)j and
> j2 ymj (;)j , then the coefficient of x
:y; in f C g(?) is nonzero only if
l(:)+l(;)=l(#)+n and, in this case, is equal to the number of minimal
factorizations of ? into a product ?1?2 of permutations with cycle struc-
tures given by : and ;. This number is nothing else but the top connection
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coefficient [K#] K:K; of the algebra of the symmetric group, in the nota-
tions of [G-J]. So the formula for restricted convolution on S gives a
way of computing this top connection coefficient by extracting a coefficient
in a generating series. A similar formula has been given in [G-J, Lemma
2.1], so our proof of Theorem 2 yields another approach to this result.
Note that our approach is elementary and self-contained, in particular we
do not use any properties of trees and such structures, although this may
be thought as hidden behind the Lagrange inversion formula in Lemma 7
below.
3.2. Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 2, we shall make
the connection with the work of Nica and Speicher [N-S]. Recall the nota-
tions of part 1.3. Let Intn be the set of all intervals in NC(n), and Int the
disjoint union over all n2 of the sets Intn . A complex function on Int
is called multiplicative if for every [ p, q] # NC(n) such that [ p, q]t
[02 , 12]
k2 } } } [0n , 1n]
kn, one has f ([ p, q])=> nj=2 f ([0j , 1 j])
kj. A multi-
plicative function is completely determined by the values f ([0j , 1j]) for
j2 and, hence, by its characteristic series, denoted again by .f , which is
the formal power series in the indeterminate z given by the formula
.f (z)=z+ j2 f ([0j , 1 j]) z j.
One can define a binary operation, called convolution on the set of
functions on Int, defined by the formula
f C g([ p, q])= :
r # [ p, q]
f ([ p, r], [r, q]).
Now, let f be a central multiplicative function on S , one can define a
function f on Int by f ([ p, q])= f (t&1( p)(t&1(q))&1). Because of the coin-
cidence of the decompositions in Lemmas 3 and 4, this function is multi-
plicative on Int, with the same characteristic series as f. Furthermore, if g
is another central multiplicative function on S , then using the second
formula for restricted convolution, one sees that
f C g
t
= f C g~ .
It follows that the restricted convolution of central multiplicative functions
on S and the convolution of multiplicative functions on Int can be com-
puted by the same procedure, in terms of their characteristic series. Having
remarked this, Theorem 2 is nothing but a rephrasing of the main theorem
of [N-S] using central multiplicative functions on S instead of multi-
plicative functions on Int. So we will obtain a new proof of Theorem 1 in
[N-S]. Although our proof may not be simpler than that of Nica and
Speicher, its mainline is rather easy to grasp because of the geometric
significance of the minimal factorizations, in terms of distances on the
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Cayley graph of S . Also, it is interesting to note that multiplicative func-
tions on noncrossing partitions correspond to very natural functions on the
symmetric group. In this respect, it would be interesting to find an inter-
pretation of the restricted convolution in terms of the representation theory
of the symmetric group.
3.3. We shall now prove Theorem 2. We first need a preliminary
lemma.
Lemma 7. Let F=j=2 xj z
j&1 and G=z+j=2 wj z
j be formal power
series in the variable z, with coefficients in some commutative complex
algebra with unit R, which satisfy the equation
G(z)=zeF(G(z));
then there exists sequences of polynomials with rational coefficients
P2 , ..., Pn , ... and Q2 , ..., Qn , ... such that Pj and Qj are polynomials in j&2
indeterminates (with Q2=P2=0), and xj=wj+Pj (w2 , ..., wj&1), wj=
xj+Qj (x2 , ..., xj&1). Furthermore, one has
wj= :
n(k)=j
k # K
jr(k)&1
xk
k !
(VV)
(with the notation xk=> j2 xkjj ).
Proof. We first prove the formula (VV). By Lagrange’s inversion for-
mula for power series (see, e.g., [J]), if G satisfies G(z)=zeF(G(z)), the coef-
ficient of z j in G is equal to (1 j) (the coefficient of z j&1 in the expansion
of e jF(z)). We deduce (VV) from this. The existence of the polynomials Qj
follows easily from inspection of (VV), and the existence of the Pj ’s now
follows from the existence of Qj ’s and an induction argument.
For k # K let #(?, k) be the set of minimal factorizations of ? of type k,
and let &(?, k) be the cardinal of #(?, k). If _ is a cycle of length n(k), we
put &(_, k)=&(k). We have &(?, k)=0 if |?|{n(k)&1.
For any class a=(a1 , ..., ar) and ? # S we let +(?, a) be the number of
minimal factorizations of class a of ?. From Corollary 4 we see that
&(?, k)=(r(k)!k !) +(?, a) if a is any class of type k.
Let Gx be the function on S , with values in C[x2 , x3 , ...], the polyno-
mial algebra on infinitely many indeterminates x2 , x3 , ..., given by
Gx(?)= :
k # K
&(?, k)
xk
k !
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(notation being as in Lemma 7). Since &(?, k)=0 if n(k)&1{|?|, there is
only a finite number of terms in this sum.
Lemma 8. The function Gx is central and multiplicative on S .
Proof. That Gx is central is obvious, so let us prove that it is multi-
plicative. Let ? # S be a permutation with cycles c1 , ..., cr . Let ?=!1 } } } !l
be a minimal decomposition of ?, (so that |?|=|!1|+ } } } |!l | ). Applying
Lemma 2, let, for j=1, ..., r, (! j, k)1k;j be the cycles whose support is
contained in that of cj , ordered according to their order in the sequence
!1 , ..., !l . Since cycles with disjoint support commute, one has
!j, 1 } } } ! j, ;j=cj , for all j. One has |!1|+ } } } +|!l |=|c1|+ } } } +|cr|=|?|,
and |!j, 1|+ } } } +|!j, ;j ||cj | so that there is equality for every j.
This implies that ! j, 1 } } } ! j, ;j=cj is a minimal factorization of cj . To
every minimal factorization of ? we can thus associate a r-tuple of
minimal factorizations of c1 } } } cr , thus we have a map from #(?, k) to
k1+ } } } +kr=k > rj=1 #(cj , k
j). This map is not one to one; indeed, let
(cj=! j, 1 } } } ! j, r(k
j ); j=1, ..., r) be an r-tuple of minimal factorizations in
some > rj=1 #(cj , k
j) with k1+ } } } +kr=k, then, since cycles with disjoint
supports commute, any total ordering !1 } } } !r(k) of the cycles ! j, s, com-
patible with the order on the second component s, will give a minimal
decomposition of ?. It follows that there are exactly r(k)!r(k1)! } } } r(kr)!
ways of obtaining a minimal decomposition from the r-tuple (cj=
!j, 1 } } } ! j, r(kj); j=1, ..., r). We deduce that
&(?, k)= :
k1+ } } } +k r=k
k1, ..., kr # K
‘
r
j=1
&(cj , k j)
r(k)!
r(k1)! } } } r(kr)!
.
We can now prove Lemma 8. Let ? # S , with cycles c1 , ..., cr then
Gx (?)= :
k # K
&(?, k)
xk
r(k)!
= :
k # K
:
k1+ } } } +kr=k
k1, ..., kr # K
‘
r
j=1
&(cj , k j)
r(k)!
r(k1)! } } } r(kr)!
xk1+ } } } kr
r(k)!
= ‘
r
j=1 \ :k # K &(cj , k)
xk
r(k)!+= ‘
r
j=1
Gx (cj).
This proves that Gx is multiplicative.
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The characteristic series of Gx is
Gx (z)=z+ :

j=2
:
n(k)= j
k # K
&(k)
xk
r(k)!
z j.
From Corollary 3 we infer that
Gx (z)=z+ :

j=2
:
n(k)= j
k # K
jr(k)&1
xk
k !
z j.
From Lemma 7 we deduce that Gx satisfies the equation
Gx (z)=zeFx(Gx (z)),
where F(z)=j=2 xj z
j&1.
Let now y2 , ..., yn , ... be another set of indeterminates, and let Gy (respec-
tively Gx+y) be the function obtained by substituting y2 , y3 , ... (respectively
x2+y2 , x3+y3 , ...) for x2 , x3 , ... into the definition of Gx .
Lemma 9. Gx C Gy=Gx+y .
Proof. Let k, k$, k" # K such that k=k$+k", r(k)=l, r(k$)=m, and
a=(a1 , ..., al) be a class of type k, such that am]#(a1 , ... am) is of type k$
(and hence a[m#(am+1 , ..., al) is of type k"). Clearly if ?=/1 } } } /l is a
minimal factorization of class (a1 , ..., al) then %=/1 } } } /m is a minimal
factorization of class (a1 , ... am), and %&1?=/m+1 } } } /l is a minimal fac-
torization of class (am+1 , ..., al). Conversely, if %=/1 } } } /m is a minimal
factorization of class (a1 , ...am), and %&1?=/m+1 } } } /l is a minimal
factorization of class (am+1, ..., al), then ?=/1 } } } /l is a minimal factoriza-
tion of type (a1 , ..., al). It follows that +(?, a)=% # [?, e] +(%, am])
+(%&1?, a[m). Using Corollary 4, we thus see that
&(?, k)
k !
r(k)!
= :
% # [?, e]
&(%, k$)
k$ !
r(k$)!
&(%, k")
k"!
r(k")!
. (VV)
We can now compute
Gx+y(?)= :
k # K
&(?, k)
(x+ y)k
r(k)!
= :
k # K
:
k$+k"=k
k$, k" # K
&(?, k)
xk$yk"
r(k)!
k !
k$ ! k"!
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= :
k # K
:
k$+k"=k
k$, k" # K
:
% # [?, e]
&(%, k$) &(%&1?, k")
xk$yk"
r(k$)! r(k")!
using (VV)
= :
% # [?, e] \ :k$ # K &(%, k$)
xk$
r(k$)!+\ :k" # K &(%
&1?, k")
yk"
r(k")!+
= :
% # [?, e]
Gx (%) Gy(%&1?)=Gx C Gy(?).
This proves Lemma 9.
The end of the Proof of Theorem 2. Let vj , j2 and wj , j2 be indeter-
minates, and consider the central multiplicative functions f and g on S
with values in C[vj , wj ; j2] with characteristic series z+j=2 vj z
j and
z+j=2 wj z
j. Let xj=vj+Pj (v2 , ..., vj&1), and yj=wj+Pj (w2 , ..., wj&1),
and let Fx be the power series Fx (z)=j=2 xj z
j&1. By Lemma 7, we see
that f=Gx and g=Gy . By Lemma 7 again, we have .f (z) e&Fx(.f(z))=z; this
implies that e&Fx is the Fourier transform of f and, also, e&Fy is the Fourier
transform of g. By Lemma 9, one sees that the Fourier transform of
f C g=Gx C Gy is equal to the Fourier transform of Gx+y , which is
e&Fx+y=e&Fxe&Fy; hence we have Ff C g=Ff Fg . This proves the result for
the functions f and g. The proof for any functions with values in some com-
plex commutative algebra with unit follows by substitution in C[vj , wj ;
j2]. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.
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